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Launching a new  
Net Zero brand

Clearworld helps large, multi-sited 
organisations realise the operational, 
en-vironmental and financial benefits 
of carbon reduction, by specifying 
and in-stalling tailored sustainability 
solutions throughout the supply 
chain. The company was launched 
in response to the Government’s 
commitment to make Britain Net 
Zero by 2050 and the need for large 
property-owning busi-nesses to play a 
leading role in that drive.

“The team at Planet Marketing is 
professional, thorough and their 
advice and support has been 
fantastic and enabled us to move our 
business forward. I would certainly 
recommend them.”

MIKE ROBERTS-HODGSON
Head of Business Development  
- Clearworld



Strategic objective
Gain wider recognition for its technical expertise and the benefits it could bring to a bigger client base.

Need
Clearworld had a clear business proposition but no brand. We were asked to help them build an identity that 

would stand out in a marketplace that was rapidly filling up. 

Response
There were several possible names on the table when Clearworld first came to us. We consulted on 

the selection of the name Clearworld, carrying out market and IP research to land on a name that was 

descriptive of the com-pany’s overall raison d’être, easy to remember and available to own.

Next we worked on the brand identity, designing a distinctive look and feel that would carry through the 

company website and all its marketing collateral and communications.
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Finally, we wrote and developed the company website, wrote articles and a press release 

for the company launch, and created a short promotional vid-eo for LinkedIn.

Services completed for Clearworld included:-

·  Company naming

·  Brand development

·  Copywriting

·  Script writing

·  Website design and      

   development

·  Video production

·  Marketing collateral

·  SEO

·  Social media guidance 

·  Analytics and reporting

Outcome
We got Clearworld’s brand and marketing materials in shape and ready 

for launch within two months. The company is now delivering on its Net 

Zero commitments for clients around the UK.
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